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If you build it, they will come. A popular phrase used to express the faith that when something new is
created, regardless of its actual merits, the simple fact that it was made should be enough to generate
success. This might be like the hope a company feels when building a new website. It may have all the
bells and whistles of a world class site, but will visitors with literally millions of choices online, find
their way to this particular destination?

In August of 1993, O’Reilly Media launched the first commercial website for the Global News
Navigator (GNN) and within nine months had an average weekly total of document retrievals of
151,800. Even at the very beginning of the World Wide Web, before there were millions of websites to
choose from, it took some time from when they built it till the traffic came.

If waiting nine months for significant traffic is not an option, get started today driving visitors to your
website, increase sales, generate leads and meet your online business goals.

Drive Traffic Via YouTube

According to ComScore’s U.S. Search Engine Rankings, YouTube surpassed then second ranked search
engine, Yahoo!, in April, 2009, and has continued to lead the pure search site in total numbers of
queries every month. Businesses can use this fact to help promote their websites and drive traffic.

Even on a limited budget, an entertaining video can be produced which promotes some aspect of ones
product or service offerings. For example, what if plus size Halloween costumes were shot in an
informal, fun fashion and coupled with some catchy music and posted to YouTube?

The result might approach something as fantastic and viral as the 1,480,379 views this video titled
“2009 Best Halloween Costume EVER! CRAZY!” have received. That is nearly 1.5 million
opportunities to brand your business, express a specific marketing message or generate clicks to your
website.

YouTube may be the largest video site, but there are others. One of the best ways to find these targeted
sites is to upload your video to a distribution service. Companies like TubeMogul offer a variety of
plans, some of which are free of monthly charges.



Generate Traffic By Guest Posting

Many popular sites welcome guest posts from industry experts. The site’s readers get exposed to your
new and interesting ideas, and you, as the post’s author can generate a flow of traffic from the host blog
back to your online presence. Interested readers will follow links to your company or personal blog in
order to learn about you and read more of what you have written.

Need to know more about how to guest post effectively? Consider the following tips:

5 Effective Guest Post Techniques
1. Get into the mind of that site’s reader. If you don’t already follow the site it will behoove you

to spend some time reading previous posts and visitor comments in order to effectively
communicate your message.

2. Link to some of the existing posts on the host blog. This allows the reader to delve even
deeper into the topic with the aid of some of that website’s best posts.

3. Respect the time of the host blog owner/operator. You just don’t know what sort of demands
those blog owners have, so save the long essays outlining who you are and why you should be
allowed to guest post on their blog. Be succinct but professional and send them your guest post.
The blog owner will let you know if they are going to publish it and when.

4. Promote your guest post and that blog to everyone in your social media circles. Writing the
article is not enough. You must be active in its promotion. You are doing your followers a favor
when you invite them to a new site full of connections and knowledge.

5. Plan to interact with the commenters. Ensure that you have a few hours set aside to monitor
comments. Many of those readers will be addressing you directly. Being there to answer
questions, challenge their assertions, and generally be a part of the conversation shows you to
be a consummate professional.

Speaking of Social Media

Active participation in various social media communities
takes time, energy and dedication but can reward you with
increased in-bound traffic. Consider the following social
media sites for example:

Facebook: Set up a page for your business, but not as a
mirror of the content on your company site. Think more in
terms of offering unique information that will entice
community members back to your main website.
Twitter: Configure automatic notifications to publish a link
and blurb to your Twitter stream when new posts go live on
your blog. Don’t overdo the promotions, but don’t be afraid



to tell your followers when something exciting is happening with your business.
Digg: Having one of your blog posts get promoted to the front page of Digg can bring in massive
amounts of traffic to your site. Make it convenient for your readers to recommend a post to their friends
by having easy to use buttons coded into your pages.

Effective Use of Email Lists

In order to drive targeted traffic to a website via an email list, the company must have its own database
of functioning email addresses whose owners opted in to receive your messages. Without an in-house
list, consider a partnership with someone else who owns a list containing the targeted demographic
your company hopes to reach. Use of lists with tens of millions of email addresses not vetted by you or
your partners may constitute sending SPAM and can have negative repercussions for your business.

Provide quality information in the email. Send knowledge that benefits the recipients and entices them
to click your links and learn more about you. Blatantly pushing a sales agenda is unlikely to result in
quality inbound traffic.

Advertising Works

One cost effective consideration in online ad spending is to find websites that relate to your industry or
specifically to what your company does. Inquire if they accept direct advertising. If so, negotiate to
place a banner or text ad on their site.

As with any form of advertising, pay attention to getting it right. According to the Federal Trade
Commission, “Ad claims on the Internet must be truthful and substantiated.”

Old websites. New websites. Regardless of how well the online application was built, driving traffic
from the wide reaches of the Internet takes time. With focused efforts in some of the areas discussed
above you can begin to increase traffic flow to your website starting today.
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